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HISTORY

… basically, a whole 

four and a half  

centuries full of  

chaotic social and 

political upheaval …



HISTORY

… which ends around 1500 

after the printing press is 

introduced to London in 1470.

A dialect called Chancery 

Standard gained dominance for 

most official purposes.



MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE

Significant literature from 

this time included chivalric 

romances, allegorical poems, 

religious plays, and more secular 

literature such as folk ballads.



LITERATURE

Geoffrey Chaucer’s The 

Canterbury Tales introduced 

iambic pentameter, the 

rhyming couplet, and other 

Italian conventions to English.



LITERATURE

Other notable works include:

Sir Gawain and the Green 

Knight (Anonymous), Piers 

Plowman (Langland), and Le 

Morte d'Arthur (Malory).



MEDIEVAL THEMES

 courtly love

 chivalry

 devotion to God

 virtues and sins



ARCHAIC LETTERS

 Æ æ Ash

 Ð ð Eth

 Ȝ ȝ Ẏogh

 Þ þ Thorn

 Ƿ ƿ Wẏnn
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Early Modern English

The advent of the 

printing press in London 

in 1470 established the 

Chancery Standard 

dialect of English as the 

national standard.





Early Modern English

Modern readers of English are 

generally able to understand 

Early Modern English, though 

with some difficulties arising 

from changes in grammar, word 

meaning, and spelling.





Early Modern English

English spelling was 

finally (mostly) 

standardized in this 

time period, but it did 

not happen overnight.

Unfortunately, since this era was filled with 

political and social upheaval, mass migrations 

after the Black Death …





Early Modern English

… and an exaggerated attempt to 

further distinguish the "English 

accent" from that of the French, 

many peculiarities (i.e. 

contradictions) in English 

spelling and pronunciation were 

standardized into record at this 

time.





Closing off the era of the 
Tudors, Elizabeth was 
crowned queen in 1558.

Her reign is considered the 
start of the golden age of 
English history typified by 
national pride, classical 
ideals, international 
expansion, military might, 
and a much-welcomed 
renaissance of the arts.

Queen Elizabeth’s Reign





 In this peaceful era, the 
arts flourished and culture 
bloomed.

 Significant writers of this 
time include William 
Shakespeare, Francis 
Bacon, Ben Jonson, 
Christopher Marlowe, Sir 
Philip Sidney, and 
Edmund Spencer.

Queen Elizabeth’s Reign





Under King James, the golden 
age of Elizabethan literature and 
drama continued.

 The Authorised King James 
Version of the Bible (1611) and 
Shakespeare's collected works 
(published posthumously in 
1623) are the best examples of the 
English language from this era 
and remain the top 2 bestsellers 
to this day.

King James





 The translators of the King James 
Version of the Bible intentionally 
preserved archaic pronouns and 
verb endings that had already 
begun to fall out of spoken use.

 This enabled the English 
translators to convey the 
distinction between the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd person singular and 
plural verb forms of the original 
Hebrew and Greek sources.

King James




 informal singular:

thou, thee, thy, thine

 formal singular and plural:

ye, you, your, yours

e.g.    2nd Person (You)





Sensationalism

Melodrama

Vengeance

 the Human Condition

Common Themes of 
Elizabethan Drama




… stands out in this period as a 

poet and playwright as yet 
unsurpassed due to sheer 
giftedness and versatility.

 Though most of his plays met 
with great success, it is in his 
later years that he wrote what 
have been considered his greatest 
works: Romeo and Juliet, 
Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, 
Antony and Cleopatra, The 
Tempest, and of course Hamlet.

William Shakespeare



William Shakespeare





William Shakespeare

 He was born on April 23, 

1564 in Stratford, a town 

about 100 miles northwest of 

London.

 Shakespeare's father was a 

glove-maker, and 

Shakespeare received no 

higher than grammar school 

in his formal education.



William Shakespeare
 At the age of 18 (in 1582), he 

married Anne Hathaway. She was 
eight years older than him.

 He left his family behind in 1590 
and moved to London.

 By 1592, Shakespeare had 
become an actor and a playwright, 
and he was an immediate success  
with his “Lord Chamberlain’s Men”.



William Shakespeare
 Shakespeare soon became 

the most popular playwright 

of the day as well as a part-

owner of the Globe Theater.

 His theater troupe was 

adopted by King James as 

“The King's Men” in 1603.



William Shakespeare

Shakespeare 
retired as a rich 
and prominent 
man of Stratford-
upon-Avon in 
1613.



 When he “retired” –

Shakespeare had 

written over 37 plays!

 Shakespeare died on 

April 23, 1616.

William Shakespeare



William 

Shakespeare

 In 1603, the “Lord Chamberlain’s Men” 

became the “King’s Men”.

 This was due to the sponsorship of the 

king … King James.



This is the same King James 
who wanted the Christian Bible 

to be translated from Latin to 
English.  

King James was a bit strange, 
though did have the Bible re-

translated into English, and he 
sponsored Shakespeare.



King James actually traced 

his ancestry back to the real-

life Banquo.

Shakespeare's 

transformation of the Banquo 

in Holinshed's Chronicles 

who helped murder the king 

to the good man in Macbeth

is therefore a kind of 

compliment given to King 

James' ancestor.



 Full Title: The Tragedy of Macbeth

 When Written: 1606

 Where Written: England

 When Published: 1623

 Literary Period: The Renaissance 

(1500-1650)

 Genre: Tragic drama

 Setting: Scotland and England 

during the eleventh century



Poetry and Prose

blank verse – poetry that is 

largely unrhymed

iambic meter – when an 

unstressed syllable is followed 

by a stressed syllable, as in the 

word pre-fer



Iambic Pentameter

 This simply means that there are five of 

these “iambic units” in each line.  This is 

an example spoken by Macbeth:

“So foul and fair a day I have not seen.”

“I went to town to buy a coat today.”



Couplets
 When Shakespeare uses rhymes, he generally 

uses “couplets” (two consecutive lines of 
poetry that rhyme).

Good night! Good night!

Parting is such sweet sorrow

That I shall say goodnight till it be morrow.



Shakes’ Plays …

 Shakespeare expert Professor Engel 

says that one of three things always 

starts off a Shakespeare play:

1. Sexual Humor

2. Violence

3. The Supernatural



 Ambition

 Fate

 Violence

Macbeth

THEMATIC Motifs



 Nature & the Unnatural

 Manhood

Macbeth

THEMATIC Motifs



 VISIONS and HALLUCINATIONS

 BLOOD

 SLEEP

Macbeth

Symbols





Elizabethan Words

 ere – before

 alarum – a trumpet call to arms or a 
warning of danger (battle noise)

 mark – to listen, pay attention to

(e.g. “Mark my words.”)



 Fortune – luck, fate

 wherefore? – "Why?"

 Thane – a nobleman, head of a clan

 proof – armor

Elizabethan Words



 Bellona – Roman goddess of war

 anon – “I’m coming!”, “quickly”, “Hurry        
up!”, “soon”

 wanton – unrestrained

 hautboy – a medieval oboe (musician)

Elizabethan Words



 Exeunt – “they exit” in Latin

 aside – a moment when the character 
speaks to the audience

 Thane – a nobleman, head of a clan

 proof – armor

Elizabethan Words





 Shakespeare was buried at Trinity Church 
in Stratford as an honored citizen. On his 
tombstone is carved a rather crafty 
inscription:

Good Friend, for Jesus' sake forbear
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blest be the man that spares these stones,
And cursed be he who moves my bones.

William Shakespeare



Ben  Jonson

 He wrote plays back then as well – he was 
always in competition with Shakespeare as was 
a guy named Christopher Marlowe.

 When Shakespeare died though,

Ben Jonson wrote this:

“ He was not of an age,

but for all time.”


